
1
You possess another trait in your personality. Be ensured, being a
woman, you can mold your husband in the way you seek. 

Utilization of feminine traits.

2
You need to recollect that from where his indifference and
gruffness started. 

 Analyze his indifference and gruffness. 

3
Ego is such a curse in relations that pays nothing but costs every
hock and corner of the happiness.

Put aside your ego.

4
Men always expect and love novelty. Even in their wives, they
keep wanting positive and sensual changes.

Acquire some novelty in you.

5
 They don’t give preference to their physical beauty rather, they
try to compensate for it by wearing makeup on their faces.

 Maintain physique.

6
Nobody likes rude people. If you have been dealing with rude
behavior, just stop it at once.

 Sweetness under the tongue.

7
It is said if there is a hell in this world, it is our expectations
toward others. If not fulfilled, we start getting burnt in that hell. 

Consider him one among your kids.

8
So the sentence is enough to understand how delicious food can
be helpful and handy in making your husband happy.

Cook delicious foods.
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9
Be assured that your spouse is an important person to you same
is the case with your love for him.

Embrace the flaws of your spouse.

10
Being clung too much in relations makes us bored and tense. We
all need to understand the importance of one’s room.

Give him a bit of space.

11
Promoting intimacy and broadness of views would relax your
spouse and would start feeling comfortable with you.

Have intimacy instead of formality.

12
Think above the mediocre people who possess the attitude and
ruin the relations. Life is not the game of inferiority or superiority. 

Think above the mediocre people.
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